
Yerba mate (pronounced SHerba MAH-tey) is an evergreen shrub from the Holly
family native to the Atlantic Forest of Argentina, Paraguay, and Southern Brazil. The
leaves of the plant (Ilex paraguariensis) are ground to make a healthy infusion. Even
though it is commonly referred to as a tea, technically it is not.

The Guarani natives were perhaps the first ones to drink mate. The Spaniards noticed
that they carried a small leather bag, with crushed and toasted leaves, together with
their weapons. They chewed these Yerba Mate leaves, or they used to put them in a
gourd and drink the infusion using their teeth as a filter or a hollowed-out cane, known
as a bombilla nowadays.Later, the Jesuits introduced the yerba mate cultivation in the
reductions (type of settlement for indigenous people.) They contributed to its diffusion,
and the beverage started to be known as the “Jesuit tea.” They were the first ones
who were able to germinate the yerba seeds by means of a secret method, which
allowed them to grow Yerba Mate to supply the reductions and even market it in other
places.

The tools for making and drinking mate are simple: a hollow gourd, a thermos, and a
metal straw. While the gourds were traditionally a hollowed calabash, they now come
in various materials, including wood, glass, ceramic and even silicone.The straw – or
bombilla – has a screened filter on one end to keep out any small bits of leaves left
from the brewing process. People throughout Argentina, including the capital, Buenos
Aires, are often seen walking down the avenida (avenue) carrying a mate-filled termo
(thermos) under their arms. The city’s numerous hot-water stations, where you can
refill your termo, are in high demand, as the nation’s annual mate consumption
averages nearly 14lb (6kg) per person.

       
         https://yerbamateargentina.org.ar/en/que-es-el-mate.html
         https://theculturetrip.com/south-america/argentina/articles/how-to-drink-yerba-mate-like-a-local/
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